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Hi everyone! My name is Brittany and I first of all want to thank you for attending our session! We’re excited to be here to speak with you all today about something we’re passionate about, which is our work facilitating researcher-policymaker relationships to improve government function.



QUESTIONS TO ANSWER

What does the use of research have to do with making government 
more effective?

Why is it so hard to get research into policy?

What can we do about this gap?

 Are you sure that works? 

 Does it work at different levels of government and at different times?

What does this mean for me?
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Before we begin, I want to briefly go over the questions we will be answering during this session.  These questions include:What does the use of research even have to do with making government more effective? How are these things connectedWhy is it so hard to get research into policy? We’ll discuss some points of friction between the research and policy communities.But we’ll also cover what we can do about these points of friction in answering what we can do about this gap.Finally, we’ll discuss how we know our method worksAnd that it works in a variety of contextsFinally, we’ll bring it home by tying it to your practice at the state and local level before opening the floor for discussion



RESEARCH IMPROVES GOVERNMENT FUNCTION

Elevates the 
conversation

Advances through 
committee

Improves relations in 
and out of the legislature

Bogenschneider & Corbett, 2021
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Research improves government function in a several ways, including:- Elevating the conversation. Legislators want to make a change, and partisanship can sometimes inhibit that from happening. When legislators use research, it can catapult the conversation beyond partisanship, which increases the odds they are able to write and pass a bill (potentially avoiding months spent going back and forth through readings). 



RESEARCH IMPROVES GOVERNMENT FUNCTION

Elevates the 
conversation

Advances through 
committee

Improves relations in 
and out of the legislature

Scott et al., 2019
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We’ve seen that, at least on issues of human trafficking and juvenile justice, the legislation that uses research is more likely to pass committee AND become enacted. Using research from the start for bills addressing issues that can be supported by research could mean less policymaker time spent hearing bills that might end up dying in committee anyways, allowing them to use time more efficiently. 



RESEARCH IMPROVES GOVERNMENT FUNCTION

Elevates the 
conversation

Advances through 
committee

Improves 
relationships

Bogenschneider, Day, & Parrott, 2019
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The use of research can also help improve relationships in and out of the legislature.A few studies in this area have documented that research has been used to build relationships within the legislature, contributing in part to the bipartisanship mentioned before.The research user in this case becomes a trusted source for that topic, allowing legislators to work together better.These relationships within the legislature, in addition to the other reasons we’ve discussed already, contribute to the fact that a legislature that uses research more often is likely to be more productive. And when a legislature is productive, its constituents have more trust in it.This is true for any level of government – from local to federal – a productive government is more apt to be a trusted one.Now that we know how research could benefit government, it begs the question of why isn’t it used more often?



BARRIERS INHIBIT RESEARCH USE

Stereotypes and 
mistrust

Timeliness and 
relevance

Stereotypes and 
mistrust

Choi et al., 2005; Oliver et al., 2014
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One of the biggest barriers of using research in policy is mistrust between researchers and policymakers or their staff. This mistrust can stem from the fact that these two communities simply do not communicate with each other frequently, if at all. They’re like two separate islands. The work of researchers and policymakers functions in meaningfully different ways, so it really isn’t too surprising there isn’t a lot of communication between them taking place -- at least not communication that’s occurring naturally without concerted effort.
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In this diagram, we see the process of both scientific and political decision making. Towards the top of each cycle there’s some overlap – identifying a problem – but after that, the cycles diverge in how each group addresses that problem. The differences between the researcher and policymaker communities contributes to mutual mistrust, and a lack of understanding of the other’s cultures and values, which ultimately inhibits the use of research in policymaking.



BARRIERS INHIBIT RESEARCH USE

Stereotypes and 
mistrust

Timeliness and 
relevance

Stereotypes and 
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Choi et al., 2005; Oliver et al., 2014
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Another barrier to consider is timeliness and relevance. When researchers provide information to policymakers, that information might just not fit policymakers’ needs. Maybe because it isn’t relevant enough to a target population or because it reaches the office too late. It’s also possible that the research is too young, too low quality, has too many caveats to be useful, anyway. We recognize that research cannot solve all social ills—that’s why not all our decisions are made by a computer--and some issues that policymakers work on we simply don’t have research on. 



BARRIERS INHIBIT RESEARCH USE

Stereotypes and 
mistrust

Timeliness and 
relevance Access

Choi et al., 2005; Oliver et al., 2014
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However, on issues that research does exist on (and there are a lot) access to research limits how much it can be used. And I don’t just mean paywalls, where you have to pay to read the article. But even if it is available, it isn’t written in a way that’s easily interpreted by an audience that doesn’t study that specific topic full-time. Articles rarely give concrete recommendations for how to use the findings in practice, so the audience is left to put together all the pieces themselves. State and federal governments often have policy research entities, but these may not be in place or available for local government, which exacerbates the issue of access even more for them.This might sound a bit bleak – but I do want to acknowledge (and emphasize) that these norms are changing—it is becoming more common that academics want to write for general audiences to improve the impact of their work. And it’s those people who we rely on in our work, but we’ll get to that later. 



ADDRESS BARRIERS TO FACILITATE USE

Build trust and understand 
norms

Timely and relevant 
research

Accessible research

Choi et al., 2005; Oliver et al., 2014; Boaz et al., 2019; Tseng, 2012

Researcher-
Policymaker 
Interactions:
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So we need to address those barriers to legislators can work with researchers to get credible, neutral information. Legislators want to work with researchers because it’s a chance to really talk about the problems constituents face and get a fresh perspective about those problems from a high-level view.By interacting with each other, researchers and policymakers can begin to build trusting relationships and understand each other's norms, thereby reducing stereotypes and mistrust.Timeliness and relevance – elicit and respond to specific needs, don’t just ask researchers to throw spaghetti at the wall and see what sticks  Lack of access – bring the research out from beyond the paywall and translate the findings into something that makes sense  This seems attainable, but is anyone doing this? 
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Which brings us to the Research-to-Policy Collaboration, a nonpartisan, non-lobbying effort for bridging the research and policy communities. Our model focuses on each of the barriers we just identified.
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We start with a needs assessment to understand what policymakers priorities are (step 1) and their short-term goals (step 4). We also build capacity at the same time to identify researchers with relevant experiences (step 2) and support their policy skill development (step 3). Identifying policy priorities and researchers with related experiences allows us to then match these parties so that they meet (step 5) and plan out ways to work together (step 6) in ongoing collaboration (step 7)This process is iterative, not sequential…



OUR THEORY-DRIVEN APPROACH

To Congressional 
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For Researchers 
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Experiences
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Researchers

Repeat: Next 
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…the sequence of steps may be better depicted as a feedback loop where we start by understanding policy needs by listening to policymakers’ needs and interestsLook for researchers with related experiences and expertiseRespond to policymakers’ needs by engaging our network of researchers and organizing their inputAnd then we repeat the cycle, communicating with the policymaker to see whether our response met their needs and determine what the next steps are…but does our process work?



DOES IT WORK?

Randomized Controlled Trial
Congressional offices n = 96 (50% intervention) Researchers n = 226 (75% intervention)
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We have 3 methods that allow us to triangulate our results: self-report (surveys from researchers and legislative staff), ethnography (to understand process/mechanisms), and observed URE (language coding).We also have results from a randomized controlled trial of 96 federal congressional offices, and 226 researchers.



 23% more RPC-supported offices 
used research evidence in bills

 Staffers who collaborated with the 
RPC valued conceptual research 7% 
more than control staffers

 Researchers in the RPC Network:
Maintained policy engagement
 Increased their knowledge
 Improved their research

Crowley et al., 2021

RELATIONSHIPS AND RESPONSIVENESS WORKS
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Results from this randomized controlled trial showed that 23% more offices that we worked with used research evidence in legislation than the offices that we did not work withStaffers who worked with us also valued research for understanding issues—in other words “conceptual use of research”--7% more than staffers who did not work with usAnd it benefitted the researchers, too!RPC researchers maintained their level of policy engagement while control researchers decreased theirs.RPC researchers increased their policy knowledge (specifically knowledge of lobbying) and improved their research by making it more policy informed/responsive (more than controls – control researchers all decreased in these areas

https://www.pnas.org/content/118/9/e2012955118


EFFECTIVENESS ACROSS CONTEXTS AND TIME

U.S. Congress Texas Online
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Prior to the pandemic, we held briefings on the Hill and flew in researchers to meet with federal congressional staff working on various child/family issues. Our model was also successfully implemented at the state level in both Texas (prior to COVID-19), and more broadly during COVID. We were very fortunate in that most of the work we do is online, anyway – we’ve been having zoom meetings since at least 2018 when I joined the team. Outreach to offices and the process of scheduling meetings are also usually virtual activities, and we would occasionally meet with offices over the phone or using zoom.So when the impact of COVID grew, our team was ready to hit the ground running with online procedures for our processes. Because we didn’t have to adapt to the shift to online work, we were able to scale up our capacity to help RESPOND to policymakers’ needs. Since March 2020, we have distributed over 75 evidence-based resources to relevant state and federal legislative offices, the majority of which were about COVID or policing to respond to the major events of 2020. We’ve also used this as an opportunity to learn how to better distribute research to policymakers-essentially getting research into the hands of people who can use it. We have some more recent research that we are currently writing up that shows that the state offices that received the distributions we sent, posted more social media and statements with research in them than offices that did not receive those distributions—so even just the exposure, the access to research helped. In all of these contexts, building relationships and responding to targeted needs WORKS.



MESSAGING DATA UNDERSCORES RELATIONSHIPS
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Our messaging data also underscores the importance of relationships. We’ve seen in AB tests that policymakers and policy staff want to hear from real people, and are really good at detecting efforts with an agenda behind them. For example, newsletters are opened and clicked FAR less than non-formatted emails with similar content. Plain formatting had 28% more opens and was clicked 4x more than HTML formattedEmails with a human sender name are accessed seven times more than emails with an organization sender name 



MESSAGING DATA UNDERSCORES RELATIONSHIPS

A fact sheet on managing COVID-19 
and community health
Join colleagues in managing COVID-19 
and community health
Lead the way in managing COVID-19 
and community health

Important policy considerations
for contact tracing
Surprising policy considerations
for contact tracing
Shocking policy considerations
for contact tracing

Trial 1 subject lines: Trial 2 subject lines:
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Policymakers and staffers are inundated with messages from advocacy and lobbying organizations constantly. They have become averse to the traditional messaging tactics. This means that clickbait-like methods are ineffective (e.g., “Join your colleagues in”; “Surprising policy recommendations for”). Policymakers are savvy to these overt action-promoting tactics and are most likely to open emails that sound like they are written by ordinary people. WHY ordinary people? Because ordinary people also like relationships.



QUESTIONS TO ANSWER: REVISITED

What does the use of research have to do with making government more 
effective?
 Research neutralizes topics and helps move the conversation to solutions

Why is it so hard to get research into policy?
 Research isn’t perfect, and there are issues in communication between researchers and 

policymakers

What can we do about this gap?
 Break down the stereotypes and build trusting relationships between research and policy 

staff
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So going back to that original list: What does research have to do with it? Research has the potential to make government more effective and efficient by neutralizing some topics It’s is hard to get research into policy because these two groups have extremely different professional lives But we can work to close this gap by building trusting relationships 



QUESTIONS TO ANSWER: REVISITED

 Are you sure that works?
 Yes! We have shown using the gold standard method that our model increases the use of 

research evidence.

 Do those methods work at different levels of government and at different 
times?
 Yes! This has worked at the state level in Texas before COVID, and at the federal level 

before and during COVID.

What does this mean for me?
 By collaborating with researchers, you can improve your access to credible, neutral 

sources of information, making for a more effective government. 
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And we’ve seen that this works using randomized controlled trials, which are the gold standard in research. It works in states and in Congress, both before and during COVID We hope you take away from this that when you work with researchers, you can get access to credible and neutral sources of information and work towards a more effective government. 



THANK YOU

Contact: 
Brittany_Gay@research2policy.org

Michael.Donovan@psu.edu
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